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Owing to the limited experimental resolution of data in

macromolecular crystallography, ab initio phasing is successful

only when atomic or quasi-atomic resolution data are

available. It is shown that extrapolating the moduli and

phases of non-measured reflections beyond and behind the

experimental resolution limit makes the ab initio phasing

process more efficient and leads to crystal structure solution

even in cases in which the standard SIR2004 program does not

succeed. Moreover, use of the extrapolated values improves

the quality of the final electron-density maps and makes the

recognition of the correct structrure among several trial

structures easier.
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1. Notation

NMRE: non-measured reflection extrapolation.

EDM: electron-density modification.

CORRexp: correlation of the trial electron-density map with

the true (published) one within the resolution limit of the

experimental data. The NMRE procedure is not used.

CORRextra: correlation of the trial electron-density map with

the true (published) one within the resolution limit of the

experimental data. The NMRE procedure is used.

DM: direct methods.

PM: Patterson methods.

DSR: direct-space refinement performed via electron density-

modification techniques. In SIR2004, DSR follows the appli-

cation of DM or PM.

RESobs: resolution limit of the experimental data in Å.

RESext: resolution limit of the reflections estimated by the

NMRE procedure.

MPE: mean phase error of a given set of phases with respect to

the refined (published) model.

MIS: percentage of non-measured reflections up to RESobs.

Residues: number of residues in the protein molecule.

fFOM: final FOM (fFOM > 1 for the correct solution).

f: atomic scattering factor, thermal factor included.

jEobs
h j: normalized value of the observed structure-factor

modulus.

jEext
h j: normalized value of the structure-factor modulus

assigned by the NMRE procedure to extrapolated reflections.

jEcalc
h j: normalized structure-factor modulus calculated by

inversion of the current electron-density map.

D1(x) = I1(x)/I0(x), where Ii(x) is the modified Bessel function

of order i.

2. Introduction

One of the most important limits for ab initio phasing in

macromolecular crystallography is the limited resolution of



the available experimental data. It is a common belief that

atomic (say RESobs = 1 Å) or quasi-atomic (say RESobs =

1.2 Å) resolution is a necessary condition for solving protein

crystal structures (Sheldrick, 1990). If this condition is not

obeyed, DM would hardly ever provide sets of promising

starting phases and DSR would rarely improve them.

Accordingly, the atomic resolution condition is assumed to be

the working rule in all papers describing the most documented

programs for ab initio phasing (unless some supplementary

information is available): SnB (Weeks et al., 1994; Rappleye et

al., 2002), SHELXD (Sheldrick, 1998), ACORN (Foadi et al.,

2000) and SIR2002 (Burla, Carrozzini, Cascarano, Giacovazzo

& Polidori, 2002). However, a recent paper (Burla et al., 2003)

suggested that under favourable circumstances it is possible to

relax the rule: the new procedures extended RESobs to 1.4–

1.5 Å and were implemented in the program SIR2004 (Burla et

al., 2005).

In spite of this success, the resolution remains the most

important factor limiting the solution of the phase problem. In

a recent paper (Caliandro, Carrozzini, Cascarano, De Caro,

Giacovazzo, Moustiakimov et al., 2005), a new algorithm was

suggested to reduce the negative effects of the finite data

resolution: the procedure, called NMRE (non-measured

reflection extrapolation), involves the use of extrapolated

moduli and the phases of non-measured reflections (with

resolution lower or higher than the experimental resolution)

in classical EDM techniques. The procedure (for early

approaches, see Karle & Hauptman, 1964; Seeman et al., 1976;

Langs, 1998) was implemented in a modified version of the

program SIR2004 and applied to electron-density maps

obtained under the following conditions: (i) from ab initio

phasing, RESobs in the interval 1.5–1.0 Å, an approximated

electron density available, with MPE in the range (25, 60�) and

(ii) from SAD-MAD, SIR-MIR and SIRAS-MIRAS phases,

RESobs in the interval 2.8–1.5 Å, an approximated electron

density available (e.g. after the application of EDM proce-

dures), with MPE in the range (40, 65�).

The applications of the new procedure clearly show that in

both cases (i) and (ii) the electron-density maps are more

interpretable and resolved than those obtainable via the

measured reflections only. In the present work, we investigate

the usefulness of the NMRE procedure in another typical case

of interest in macromolecular crystallography: ab initio

phasing, with RESobs in the interval 1.5–1.0 Å and no prior

phase information available.

Since DM and PM are typically multisolution approaches,

numerous trials are usually exploited to solve the phase

problem. The use of the experimental data can generate three

typical situations: (i) all the trials are characterized by large

phase errors (MPE between 80 and 90�) and the corre-

sponding electron-density maps are practically uncorrelated

with the true one, (ii) some trials show an MPE in the range

(60, 80�) and the corresponding electron-density maps are

weakly correlated with the true map and are therefore not

interpretable or (iii) one or more trials are characterized by

small MPE values, the corresponding electron-density maps

are interpretable and the phase problem is solved. We will

show that the use of the NMRE algorithm improves the results

obtainable via the observed reflections only. We have imple-

mented the NMRE approach in a modified version of SIR2004

and we have applied it to some test structures.

3. The algorithm

The phasing strategy of SIR2004 for macromolecules may be

summarized as follows.

(i) Depending on circumstances, PM or DM provides initial

trial phases: an early figure of merit (eFOM) selects the most

promising trials, which are submitted to DSR (Burla et al.,

2003). This combines cycles of EDM with cycles of HAFR (a

selected number of large-intensity electron-density peaks are

expressed in terms of the heaviest atomic species and of

suitable occupancy factors) and of LSQH (the isotropic

displacement parameters of the heavy atoms are refined via a

least-squares procedure).

(ii) The phases provided at the end of the DSR process are

often far from the correct ones. Therefore, as a default, we

have iterated the DSR procedure (up to 30 iterations for the

PM trials and up to five for DM trials) by using as starting

phases a few thousand current phase values: those with the

largest weights. This iterative process, although time-

consuming, succeeds in many difficult cases (e.g. protein

structures diffracting to 1.4–1.5 Å). In our notation, the first

DSR process will be denoted as iteration zero.

(iii) The correct solution is identified by the combined figure

of merit fFOM (Burla et al., 2005). Values of fFOM larger than

unity suggest that an interpretable electron-density map

should be available. The DSR iterations automatically stop

when fFOM > 1.0 and the program waits for further user

commands; in their absence, another iteration starts. Usually,

fFOM < 1 for maps with CORR � 0.6. When the map

improves by attaining a CORR value larger than 0.7 then

fFOM is usually �1 and it reaches very large values for atomic

resolution data when CORR � 0.8.

In the modified version of SIR2004, the moduli and phases of

unobserved reflections are extrapolated after Fourier inver-

sion of the current electron-density map. Preliminary tests

have shown that the process is useful only if the corresponding

CORR value is sufficiently high. Therefore, we have found

that it is convenient to extrapolate unobserved reflections only

at iteration one of the DSR process, including non-measured

reflections lying below RESobs. If RESobs � 1.2 Å we extra-

polate up to RESext = 0.8 Å and if RESobs is in the interval

1.3–1.5 Å we extrapolate unobserved reflections up to

RESext = 1.2 Å. Both these resolution thresholds have been

found as a result of several tests directed to find optimal

RESext values.

In accordance with Langs (1998) and Caliandro, Carrozzini,

Cascarano, De Caro, Giacovazzo, Moustiakimov et al. (2005),

in the half-cycles �!’ (structure-factor calculation by Fourier

inversion of the electron-density map) we found it advanta-

geous to extrapolate all non-measured reflections in one

step from RESobs to RESext, rather than to increase the

extrapolation resolution gradually. However, not all the
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extrapolated reflections are used in the half cycles ’!�
(electron-density map calculation by using suitably selected

reflections), but only a small percentage of them, which

increases with the DSR macrocycle number (it is equal to 2%

of all non-measured reflections in the first DSR macrocycle

and to 15% in the subsequent ones). The rationale for such

strict limits is the following. The extrapolated reflections

actively used in the half cycle ’!� are selected on the basis of

their moduli jEext
h j (as calculated in x4). If the moduli and the

phases of such reflections are wrongly estimated, the electron-

density map will be less useful than that calculated via the

observed reflections only and this will damage subsequent

extrapolations. Accordingly, an excessive number of extra-

polated reflections actively used in the half cycle could easily

corrupt the poor information contained in the initial electron-

density map and lead to failure of the phasing process.

Other features of the NMRE procedure are the following.

(i) In the half cycles �!’ only a fraction of � corresponding

to 10% of the volume occupied by the protein is used in each

Fourier inversion of the map.

(ii) In the half cycles ’!� the Fourier coefficients are jEobs
h j

for observed reflections and jEext
h j (as calculated in x4) for

extrapolated reflections. The associated phase values are those

calculated by Fourier inversion of the electron-density map.

(iii) The jEcalc
h j values obtained after each map inversion are

modified via histogram matching to fit the distribution of

normalized structure factors expected for a random-atom

structure.

(iv) In the half cycles ’!� a Sim-like weight w is associated

with each reflection: wh = D1ðkjE
obs
h jjE

calc
h jÞ for an observed

reflection and wh = D1ðkjE
ext
h j

2
Þ for an extrapolated reflection.

k is an empirical constant set to 0.5.

4. About the value of Eh
ext

Srinivasan & Ramachandran (1965) [see also Pannu & Read

(1996) and Caliandro, Carozzini, Cascarano, De Caro,

Giacovazzo & Siliqi (2005)] derived, for a structure of N atoms

in P1, the conditional probability of the observed structure

factor modulus R when p atoms have been located with or

without errors in the coordinates. Let Rp be the modulus of

such a structure factor. The corresponding distribution

P(R|Rp) is applied in maximum-likelihood refinement of

macromolecular structures (Lunin & Urzhumtsev, 1984;

Pannu & Read, 1996; Murshudov et al., 1997; de La Fortelle &

Bricogne, 1997),

PðRjRpÞ ¼
2R

ðe� �2
AÞ

exp �
1

ðe� �2
AÞ
ðR2
þ �2

AR2
pÞ

� �
I0ðXÞ; ð1Þ

where

e ¼ ð1þ �2
RÞ;

�2
R ¼ hj�j

2
i=�N;

� represents the experimental error of the structure-factor

modulus, " is the correction factor for expected intensities in

reciprocal lattice zones (from Wilson statistics),

�N ¼ "
PN
j¼1

f 2
j ;

�p ¼ "
Pp
j¼1

f 2
j

X ¼
2�ARRp

ðe� �2
AÞ

�A ’
�p

�N

� �1=2

D

and

D ¼ hcosð2�h�rÞi

is the mean error on the coordinates of the located atoms. The

value of �A may be calculated via the equation

hR2R2
pi ¼ ðeþ �

2
AÞ;

where the average is calculated by dividing the observed

sin�/� interval into resolution shells.

(1) may also be used for extrapolating the moduli of the

unobserved structure factors. In this case e has to be set to

unity. Furthermore, the �A values for extrapolated reflections

are obtained by using the least-squares line suggested by the

observed sin�/� range. From (1) we obtain (see also Pannu &

Read, 1996),

hRjRpi ¼
�1=2

2
ð1� �2

AÞ
1=2

1F1 �
1

2
; 1;�

�2
AR2

p

ð1� �2
AÞ

� �
; ð2Þ

where 1F1 is the confluent hypergeometric function and

hR2
jRpi ¼ 1þ �2

AðR
2
p � 1Þ: ð3Þ

Introducing the approximation (see Appendix A)

1F1ð�
1

2
; 1;�z2

Þ ’ 1þ
4z2

�

� �1=2

gives

hRjRpi ¼
1

2
�ð1 � �2

AÞ þ 4�2
AR2

p

� �1=2
: ð4Þ

Let us now estimate the variance associated with the expec-

tations. We have

v1 ¼ hR
2
jRpi � hRjRpi

2
¼

3�

4
ð1� �2

AÞ:

Since one can also use (3) [instead of (2)] to extrapolate

structure-factor moduli, we calculate the relative variance

hR4jRpi ¼ 2ð1� �2
AÞ

2
þ 4�2

AR2
pð1� �

2
AÞ þ �

4
AR4

p

from which

�2 ¼ hR
4
jRpi � hR

2
jRpi

2
¼ ð1� �2

AÞ
2
þ 2�2

Að1� �
2
AÞR

2
p:

We note the following.

(i) If �A = 0 there is no correlation between the p-model

substructure and the structure. In this case the first does not
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provide any useful information on the second: the expected

value of R is �1/2/2 according to (2) and is 1 according to (3), as

would be expected from Wilson’s distribution. Both �1 and �2

are independent of the R and Rp values (they are equal to 3�/4

and 1, respectively).

(ii) If �A = 1 (the p-substructure coincides with the struc-

ture), then R = Rp for both (2) and (3). In this case the

variance vanishes, as would be expected.

(iii) If (2) is used, R is always closer to (�/2)1/2 (the Wilson

expectation) than Rp. Analogously, if (3) is used, R is always

closer to 1 than Rp. This trend is stronger for decreasing values

of �A. We show in Fig. 1 the trend of R against Rp [according to

(2) and (3)] for the cases in which �A = 0.3 and 0.7. (2) and (3)

do not provide equivalent results: one overestimates (while

the other underestimates) expectations.

In our extrapolation procedure we can use as jEext
h j the square

root of the expected R2 value provided by (3) as well as the

value provided by (2). In practice, we should replace (2) by its

approximation (4). In our calculations we preferred to use as

jEext
h j, the square root of the expected R2 value provided by

(3).

It is worthwhile noting the following. (i) The distribution

P(R|Rp) for centric reflections does not coincide with (1), but

the value of hR2|Rpi for centric and acentric reflections is the

same (Pannu & Read, 1996>). Therefore, no special treatment

is necessary for centric reflections. (ii) jEext
h j is always closer to

1 than jEcalc
h j.

The set of extrapolated reflections actively used in the half

cycles ’!� is selected on the basis of the ratio jEext
h j/�1.

Indeed, reflections with maximum ratio jEext
h j/�1 are (on

average) those with large jEext
h j values (i.e. the most infor-

mative for a Fourier synthesis) and with smaller uncertainty in

the estimated moduli.

5. Applications

The efficiency of SIR2004 was checked by applying it to 47

macromolecular test structures (Burla et al., 2005): all were

solved by using one or more iterations. To check the NMRE

procedure, the set of test structures was enlarged to 63,

including some data sets that were unsolvable by SIR2004: in

Table 1 we give their PDB codes (when not available, a code

name and reference are specified). The structures are grouped

according to RESobs. For each group we specify (i) the struc-

tures solved by SIR2004 and the number of DSR iterations

necessary to obtain the solution if different from zero and (ii)

the structures unsolved by the standard SIR2004 but solved if

the NMRE procedure is used and the number of iterations

necessary for their solution.
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Figure 1
Trend of R against Rp according to (2) when �A = 0.3 (circles) and �A = 0.7
(dotted line) and (3) when �A = 0.3 (filled circles) and �A = 0.7 (unbroken
line). See x4 for details.

Table 1
PDB codes of the 63 test structures: when not available, a code name and reference are specified.

The structures are grouped according to RESobs. For each group we specify (i) the structures solvable by SIR2004 and the number of DSR iterations necessary to
attain the solution if different from zero and (ii) the structures unsolvable by SIR2004 but solvable if the NMRE procedure is used.

RESobs � 1.2 Å
Solved by SIR2004 without DSR iterations 1a7z; ALESSIA (Bacchi et al., 2002); APP (Glover et al.,

1983); 1a6k; 1fy2; 1exr; 2knt; 1a0m; CRAMBIN (Weeks et
al., 1995); 1cex; 1ctj; 1c75; 1ick; 2fdn; FIN (courtesy of O.
Nimz); 1i76; GRAMICIDIN (Langs, 1988); 1b0y; 1cku;
1bx7; 1dy5; JOD (courtesy of O. Nimz); 1mso; 1b9o;
LYSOZYME (Deacon et al., 1998); 1a6m; 1eb6; 1mfm;
2pvb; 2erl; 1kf3; 8rxn; 1irn; 1iro; 1aho; 1sho; 1aa5; 1bx7;
1hhy; TRIVANCO (Loll et al., 1998).

Solved by SIR2004 by at least one DSR iteration 1bkr, 4; 3pyp, 1; 1gmx, 2; 1igd, 1; 1a6g, 7
Unsolved by standard SIR2004, but solved if the

NMRE procedure is implemented
1byz, 4; 1nkd, 2; 1d4t, 4; 1a6n, 8; 352d, 23

RESobs > 1.2 Å
Solved by SIR2004 without DSR iterations 9pti (1.22 Å); 1e29 (1.21 Å); 1bx8 (1.38 Å); 1ix2 (1.54 Å);

1awd (1.40 Å)
Solved by SIR2004 with at least one DSR iteration 1aac, 2 (1.31 Å); 1lri, 3 (1.45 Å); 3ebx, 3 (1.40 Å); 193l, 3

(1.33 Å); 1paz, 1 (1.55 Å); 1fs3, 1 (1.35 Å); 1ccr, 17 (1.5 Å)
Unsolved by standard SIR2004, but solved if the NMRE

procedure is implemented
1dxd, 24 (1.40 Å)



In Table 2 we characterize the 18 structures which cannot be

solved by SIR2004 at iteration zero (we use the NMRE

algorithm only at iteration one) and those which are unsolved

by standard SIR2004. For each structure we give the number

of residues (Residues), the percentage of missing reflections

below RESobs (MIS), the heaviest-atom content and the B

factor obtained by the Wilson plot.

Some details of the phasing process are given in Table 3 for

the structures with RESobs > 1.2 and in Table 4 for those with

RESobs < 1.2. The letter P or DM means that the starting

phases of the trial leading to the correct solution were

obtained by Patterson or by direct methods, respectively; the

starting MPE value is given in parentheses. The values of

CORRexp and CORRextra shown in the tables are calculated at

the end of each DSR iteration; the value of fFOM shown in

the tables is that calculated at the end of the phasing process

(the process stops when fFOM > 1).

We note the following.

(i) One (MB20) of the seven test structures with RESobs >

1.2 Å (see Table 3) and five (ALPHA1, TETRAPLEX,

DEOXY, METAXIA, SH2) of the ten structures with RESobs

< 1.2 Å (see Table 4) can only be solved by using the NMRE

procedure.

(ii) Seven structures in Table 3 can be solved by both the

procedures: on the whole they require 33 DSR iterations when

the standard SIR2004 is used but only 27 when the NMRE

algorithm is applied. Since the computing time necessary to

complete a DSR iteration with the NMRE procedure is about

10% greater than the standard procedure, the use of the

NMRE algorithm does not involve a longer computing time.

The conclusion is that if RESobs > 1.2 Å the supplementary

information provided by the extrapolated intensities may

accelerate the DSR process and in some cases can make the

difference between success and failure.

(iii) Five structures in Table 4 can be solved by both

procedures: on the whole they require 15 DSR iterations when

the standard SIR2004 is used and 13 when the NMRE algo-

rithm is applied. When the structure is solved by both the

standard and the modified versions of SIR2004, usually

(except for PROTG) CORRexp < CORRextra. This means that

the use of the extrapolated reflections improves the quality of

the final electron-density maps.

(iv) As is well known, incompleteness of the experimental

data below RESobs makes crystal structure solution more

difficult, no matter which phasing method is used. Conversely,

extrapolating such missed reflections together with the higher

resolution reflections increases the amount of information

carried on by the NMRE algorithm. It is probably not mere

chance that for ALPHA1, CARBO, TETRAPLEX and SH2

the MIS values (see Table 2) are equal to 15, 9. 10.1 and 13%,
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Figure 2
MB20: variations of CORRextra, CORRexp (as percentages) and the
MPE4000 of the 4000 stronger reflections as a function of the DSR cycle.
The red and black curves correspond to the tests with and without the
NMRE procedure, respectively.

Table 2
Test structures which are unsolvable or cannot be solved by the standard SIR2004 at the iteration zero: they are sorted with respect to RESobs.

In addition to the structure code, the following information is given: PDB is the file code in the Protein Data Bank, Residues is the number of residues per
molecule, MIS is the percentage of missing reflections below the experimental resolution limit; the heavy-atom content and the B factor obtained by the Wilson
plot are also given.

Structure code PDB Residues RESobs (Å) MIS Heavy atoms B (Å2) Reference

PYP 3pyp 125 0.86 1.6 S6 6.3 Genick et al. (1998)
ALPHA1 1byz 52 0.90 15.0 Cl 3.6 Privé et al. (1999)
TETRAPLEX 352d 96 0.95 10.1 Na14, Ca9 5.1 Phillips et al. (1997)
GLPE 1gmx 108 1.06 0.0 S6, Na 9.6 Spallarossa et al. (2001)
METAXIA 1nkd 65 1.10 1.8 S4 9.8 Vlassi et al. (1998)
SH2 1d4t 73 1.10 13.0 S3 9.5 Lewis et al. (1999)
CALPO 1bkr 109 1.10 1.1 S4 7.2 Banuelos et al. (1998)
PROTG 1igd 61 1.10 5.0 S 7.3 Derrick & Wigley (1994)
CARBO 1a6g 151 1.14 9.0 S4,Fe 9.8 Vojtechovsky et al. (1999)
DEOXY 1a6n 151 1.14 2.7 S4,Fe 8.8 Vojtechovsky et al. (1999)
CUPRE 1aac 105 1.30 2.3 S6,Cu 9.5 Durley et al. (1993)
HEWL133 193l 129 1.33 9.0 S10, Cl, Na 14.7 Vaney et al. (1996)
WILD 1fs3 124 1.35 1.5 S12 10.9 Chatani et al. (2002)
ERBUTOX 3ebx 62 1.40 0.7 S9 11.6 Smith et al. (1988)
MB20 1dxd 154 1.40 2.0 S4, Fe 9.6 Brunori et al. (2000)
COLE 1lri 98 1.45 1.2 S9, Cl 17.3 Lascombe et al. (2002)
FERRICYTO 1ccr 112 1.50 22.8 S4, Fe 8.7 Ochi et al. (1983)
PAZUR 1paz 123 1.55 1.1 S6, Cu 16.3 Petratos et al. (1988)



respectively. However, extrapolation of only the missing

reflections under RESobs is not usually able to solve crystal

structures that are unsolvable by standard SIR2004 (for

brevity, we omit the experimental results).

(v) The number of DSR iterations for MB20, TETRA-

PLEX, FERRICYTO and DEOXY is quite high (23, 23, 16

and ten, respectively); evidently, in these cases the extra-

polated values for both the intensities and the phases remain

rough for a large number of iterations. To better understand

the internal mechanism of NMRE it may be worthwhile to

follow the variation of such estimates during the phasing

process of MB20. In Fig. 2 we show for each DSR iteration the

value of CORRexp and the mean phase error (MPE4000) for the

4000 observed reflections with the largest value of jEobs
h j when

the standard version of SIR2004 is used (black lines). It may

be noted that MPE4000 increases from one iteration to the

next, while CORRexp decreases: the final map has a poorer

information content than the starting one. In the same figure

we show with red lines the values of CORRextra and of

MPE4000 for the case in which the NMRE algorithm is used.

CORRextra increases gradually cycle by cycle until the 21st

DSR cycle, when MPE4000 ’ 60�; only a few iterations leads

MPE4000 to 20� and CORRextra to 0.87. In Fig. 3 we give for

each iteration the mean phase error (MPE3021) for the 3021

extrapolated reflections actively used (10% of the reflections

with resolution between RESobs and RESext) and the corre-

sponding residual

RE ¼

P��jEtruej � jEextraj
��P

jEtruej
;
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Figure 3
MB20: mean phase error (MPE3021) for the 3021 extrapolated reflections
actively used (10% of the reflections with resolution between RESobs and
RESext) and the corresponding residual RE as a function of the DSR
cycle.

Table 3
Values of CORRexp and CORRextra for the subset of structures (among those listed in Table 2) with RESobs > 1.2 Å.

See text for the meaning of the symbols.

Structure code MPE (�) CORRexp fFOM CORRextra fFOM

CUPRE P(67) 0.415; 0.821 1.4 0.415; 0.896 2.7
HEWL133 DM(68) 0.181; 0.229; 0.243; 0.330; 0.847 2.4 0.181; 0.230; 0.435; 0.899 2.9
WILD DM(80) 0.337; 0.895 3.2 0.337; 0.916 4.1
ERBUTOX P(73) 0.178; 0.213; 0.547; 0.732 1.3 0.178; 0.490; 0.758 1.5
MB20† P(71) 0.150; 0.146; 0.155; 0.115 0.3 0.189; 0.235; 0.275; 0.872 3.6
COLE DM(74) 0.222; 0.243; 0.237; 0.290; 0.372; 0.520; 0.779 1.2 0.222; 0.277; 0.474; 0.849 1.7
PAZUR P(77) 0.592; 0.867 2.6 0.592; 0.897 3.5
FERRICYTO P(71) 0.192; 0.222; 0.230; 0.227; 0.219; 0.247; 0.262;

0.310; 0.331; 0.329; 0.376; 0.403; 0.428;
0.434; 0.443; 0.477; 0.596; 0.737

2.0 0.192; 0.192; 0.236; 0.285; 0.316; 0.345;
0.357; 0.389; 0.433; 0.478; 0.502; 0.519;
0.556; 0.562; 0.596; 0.634; 0.665

2.2

† CORR values given per six iterations.

Table 4
Values of CORRexp and CORRextra for the subset of structures (among those listed in Table 2) with RESobs < 1.2 Å.

See the text for the meaning of the symbols.

Structure code MPE (�) CORRexp fFOM CORRextra fFOM

PYP P(84) 0.122; 0.928 25.3 0.122; 0.151; 0.930 23.2
ALPHA1 DM(71) 0.160; 0.162; 0.062; 0.094; 0.085 0.0 0.160; 0.146; 0.113; 0.194; 0.947 7.7
TETRAPLEX† P(71) 0.157; 0.148; 0.142; 0.149 �0.1 0.141; 0.159; 0.151; 0.802 3.5
GLPE DM(74) 0.135; 0.193; 0.862 5.5 0.135; 0.194; 0.886 5.6
METAXIA DM(74) 0.192; 0.199; 0.228; 0.215 0.0 0.192; 0.177; 0.242; 0.868 6.7
SH2 DM(74) 0.151; 0.143; 0.140; 0.152; 0.160 0.2 0.151; 0.170; 0.187; 0.253; 0.856 6.6
CALPO DM(75) 0.162; 0.172; 0.217; 0.696; 0.919 8.3 0.162; 0.167; 0.184; 0.350; 0.922 9.3
PROTG DM(78) 0.122; 0.910 7.4 0.122; 0.867 5.3
CARBO P(76) 0.186; 0.206; 0.243; 0.258; 0.291; 0.332; 0.534; 0.871 4.3 0.186; 0.229; 0.266; 0.379; 0.913 4.3
DEOXY P(77) 0.148; 0.141; 0.138; 0.145; 0.136; 0.148; 0.150; 0.143; 0.149 0.0 0.148; 0.167; 0.167; 0.188; 0.194;

0.203; 0.221; 0.229; 0.257; 0.317; 0.879
5.5

† CORR values given per six iterations.



where Etrue is calculated from the published structure. Both

MPE3021 and RE progressively decrease. The final values are

23.8� and 37.2%, respectively.

(vi) fFOM is a powerful figure of merit that correlates well

with the quality of the electron-density map. For the seven

structures in Table 3 solved by both the standard SIR2004 and

by NMRE we find that hfFOMi is equal to 1.7 and 2.7,

respectively. The analogous values for the five structures in

Table 4 are 10.2 and 9.5, respectively [we have already noted

on other occasions (Burla et al., 2003) that fFOM values are

usually larger for data at atomic resolution]. The conclusion is

that the use of the NMRE algorithm improves the quality of

the maps (by reducing the final MPE values) and for quasi-

atomic resolution structures makes the recognition of the

correct solutions among the different trials easier (because of

the larger value of fFOM).

(vii) The trials given by the SIR2004 Patterson procedure

very often lead to the correct solution. In our tests, we decided

to spend more time on PM trials before exploring those

obtained by DM. For example, for the nine test structures

reported in Tables 3 and 4, labelled P in the MPE column, the

Patterson trial which leads to the solution is always the first

one, except for CUPRE and TETRAPLEX, for which success

was obtained from the fourth and 17th Patterson trial,

respectively. The CPU time needed to obtain an interpretable

electron-density map from a Patterson trial for the structures

in Tables 3 and 4 ranges from few tens of minutes (e.g. 22 min

for PAZUR) up to several hours (e.g. 12.0 h for MB20) using a

Xeon-1.7 GHz processor with a Linux operating system.

6. About the limitations of NMRE

Comparing Tables 2 and 4 suggests that NMRE is less useful

when data resolution is atomic and MIS is simultaneously

small. On the other hand, our tests indicate that when data

resolution is worse than 1.2 Å and MIS is large, the NMRE

procedure is maximally efficient, because it is able to retrieve

supplementary information that is not experimentally avail-

able.

To check the limitations of the NMRE procedure as a

function of the resolution, we have applied it to the observed

data of PAZUR truncated at 1.6, 1.65 and 1.7 Å resolution; we

extrapolated data to 1.2 Å in all three cases. The structure was

solved both with data truncated at 1.6 Å (two iterations) and

at 1.65 Å (six iterations); structure solution failed with data

truncated at 1.7 Å (exploring up to 30 iterations). On the other

hand, the standard SIR2004 succeeded only with data trun-

cated to 1.6 Å. The conclusion is the following: when data

resolution is too low (say, worse than about 1.6–1.7 Å also) in

the presence of heavy atoms it is very difficult for NMRE to

retrieve the missing experimental information and then to

solve the structure.

Thus far our tests have checked the NMRE procedure by

internal tests: e.g. by comparing the performances of SIR2004

with and without NMRE. To validate our results using a

different package we applied ACORN (Foadi et al., 2000), a

well documented and powerful program included in

CCP4 v.5.0 (Collaborative Computational Project, Number 4,

1994). ACORN is designed to solve protein structures starting

from an initial phase set which (i) can be provided by the user,

(ii) can be obtained by a random search procedure devoted to

locate the potential heavy atoms or (iii) or can be obtained

from the coordinates of a molecular fragment (even if small)

suitably oriented and positioned by ACORN itself.

We first tried to phase ab initio the test structures that were

unsolved by the standard SIR2004, but were solved if the

NMRE procedure is applied (e.g. 1byz, 1nkd, 1d4t, 1a6n, 352d

with RESobs < 1.2 Å; 1dxd with RESobs > 1.2 Å). ACORN

applied the random search procedure to preliminarily locate

the heavy atoms (sulfurs when no heavier atomic species are

present; Yao et al., 2002). As for the standard SIR2004, no

solution was obtained.

We then entrusted to ACORN the task of extending and

refining the initial phase sets resulting from the tangent or

Patterson procedures implemented in SIR2004. The purpose

was to check whether the powerful ACORN procedures

were able to extend the phases and drive them to their

correct values. Again, no solution was obtained for all the

checked structures. This suggests that the quantity of

information contained in the initial phase sets is not sufficient,

at least for some of the best programs currently in use, for a

successful phase extension and refinement, unless the

supplementary information gained by the NMRE procedure is

applied.

7. Conclusions

We have integrated into the SIR2004 program a novel

procedure called NMRE which combined with classical

electron-density modification techniques is able to (i) extra-

polate moduli and phases of non-measured reflections with

resolution lower or higher than the experimental one and (ii)

actively use such moduli and phases in an ab initio phasing

process. The procedure has been applied to experimental data

of macromolecular crystal structures with resolution ranging

from atomic to 1.5 Å.

The experimental applications show that the NMRE

algorithm makes the phasing process more efficient, improves

the quality of the electron-density maps and solves structures

that are unsolvable via the standard SIR2004. Furthermore,

the use of NMRE makes the recognition of the correct

solution by means of our figure of merit fFOM easier.

These results may be related to the fact that the procedure

of using few percent of an electron-density map in a typical

Fourier inversion strengthens the positivity and the atomicity

of the map and although one does not know with precision

either the modulus or the phase of the unobserved reflections,

their estimates have to be self-consistent with the imposed

positivity and atomicity constraints. Such estimates in turn

become a source of supplemental information that, if handled

with care, can help in success in difficult cases, e.g. data sets

that have proved resistant to other attempts.
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APPENDIX A
We have used in this paper the approximation

1F1 �
1

2
; 1;�z2

� �
’ 1þ

4z2

�

� �1=2

; ð5Þ

which is slightly different from that suggested by Burla,

Carrozzini, Cascarano, Giacovazzo, Polidori et al. (2002),

1F1 �
1

2
; 1;�z2

� �
’ 1þ

2z2

�1=2

� �1=2

: ð6Þ

Both approximations have been obtained by studying the

asymptotic behaviour and the power-series expansion of the

function 1F1(�1
2; 1; �z2).

Approximation (5) involves a maximum error of 4% for

small Rp values (say Rp < 0.4), but the error is close to zero for

higher Rp values. In contrast, approximation (6) leads to a

maximum error of only 1% for small Rp values, but the error

becomes about 5% for higher Rp values.

(5) has a notable property in our probabilistic context which

is not shared by (6): when �A ’ 1 (when the partial nearly

coincides with the complete structure), it gives hR|Rpi = Rp

and �1 = 0, as common sense suggests.
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